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Trekking the World Trivia is an educational trivia game. Each round, a card will be read that asks a world travel related 
question. The answer is always a number! Players compete to guess a number closest to the answer without going over. 
The one who does wins a point!

Components:  305 Two-sided cards,  1 Card holder,  6 Whiteboards,
6 Dry-erase markers,  1 Infographic,  1 Rulebook

Anna is the READER. She pulls a card, reads it out 
loud to everyone, and then writes her answer face up. 

Anna

Bill Carol Dan

Bill, Carol and Dan secretly write their answers. They 
may look at the READER’S (Anna’s) answer and use it 
to inform theirs.

The game is played in rounds that follow these steps:

• The oldest player is the first READER. You are now ready to play!

• The READER draws a card from the front of the card holder, being 
careful to conceal the answer on the back of the card from everyone.

• The READER reads the entire card out loud to everyone.

• The READER must then write a numerical answer on his or her 
whiteboard. This is done publicly so all other players can see the 
READER’S answer.

• Then each other player secretly writes their answer on their own 
whiteboard. They may NOT write the same number as the READER. 

• Place the cards inside the card box with the Q side facing out 
toward the side marked DRAW.

• Give each player one whiteboard and one dry-erase marker.
• Lay out the Infographic. Players may reference this any time.
• Determine the number of points to win. This will depend on the 

number of players. We recommend using the chart below:
• The players decide together whether they’ll play with the blue or red 

bonus questions. The blue questions make the game easier, the red 
questions make it harder. If adults and children are playing together, 
consider letting children answer blue questions while adults answer 
red (good luck, adults).

2-player game variant: The READER keeps their answer secret.

Setup

Game Round

Object of the Game

Players
Points to Win 7 6 5

2-3 4-5 6

12

How many distinct “sails” 
make up the exterior design 
of the Sydney Opera House?

Example Round



At the end of a round, if any player has reached the winning point total, 
the game ends. The player with the most points wins!

If two or more players write the same number, and that number is 
closest, they all get a point. One of the tied players keeps the card as 
a point, and the other players each draw a card from the back of the 
deck to keep as a point. 

If two or more players won a point that round, they are each read a 
different BONUS question card, one at a time.

If there’s a tie, a tie-break round begins. Each tied player must answer one 
BONUS question. If they answer incorrectly, they’re out. If all players go 
out, or all answer correctly, start a new tie-break round. The last player 
left in is the winner!

All whiteboards are revealed, then the question card 
is flipped to reveal the real answer. Dan was closest 
without going over, so he wins the point!

Dan enters the bonus round. A new card is drawn, and 
Dan chooses the blue BONUS question on the backside 
to be read

Dan speaks his answer out loud-

“Hmm. I think the answer is Italian.”

Woo-hoo!

• Then the BONUS POINT ROUND begins! 

• The READER pulls another card from the card holder, but this time 
they must conceal the front Q side of the card. They’ll read either 
the blue or red bonus question on the A side, depending on which 
color the players agreed to at the game’s start (remember: blue 
questions are easier and red questions are harder).

• BONUS answers are not numerical, they are words such as the 
name of a country, or elephant. Only the player who won the point 
that round may answer the BONUS question. They speak their 
answer out loud.

• Once the answer is spoken, the READER flips the card to the front 
side, labeled Q, and reads the correct answer aloud. The answers to 
the blue bonus questions are highlighted in blue, and the answers 
to the red bonus questions are highlighted in red. If the answering 
player is correct they get to keep the card as a bonus point!

• The round then ends. The role of READER is passed clockwise to 
the next player, and a new round begins.

• Once everyone has written their answers, all whiteboards that 
were secret are revealed.

• The READER flips the card and reads the correct answer aloud. The 
player whose answer was closest to the right one, without exceeding 
it, takes the card and keeps it as a point. If all answers exceed the 
right one, the player with the lowest answer wins the card.

End of the Game

“Prego” means  “you’re welcome”
in what language?

923127

The card is flipped, and the answer is revealed.
Dan got it right and gets another point!

Anna passes the role of READER to Bill, and then a 
new round begins!
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Thanks for playing Trekking the World Trivia. We hope it’s 
fun and eye-opening. For us, trivia isn’t trivial: it’s a way to 
enlarge the mind. As you build a body of knowledge, it gets 
easier and more exciting to build it even larger. Each new 
bit of knowledge connects to existing bits, and they form a 
radiating web of understanding, through which the mind can 
roam farther and farther as it grows. It’s a beautiful feeling.

• All information in this game is based on facts that were 
up to date as of the original publication date: July 5, 2021
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